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We experimentally investigate magnetization reversal curves for a GeTe topological semimetal. In addition
to the known lattice diamagnetic response, we observe narrow magnetization loop in low fields, which should
not be expected for non-magnetic material. The diamagnetic hysteresis loop is unusual, so the saturation level
is negative in positive fields, and the loop is passed clockwise, in contrast to standard ferromagnetic behavior.
We show, that the experimental hysteresis curves can not be obtained from standard ferromagnetic ones by
adding/subtracting of any linear dependence, or even by considering several interacting magnetic phases. The
latter possibility is also eliminated by the remanence plots technique (Henkel or δM plots). We explain our
results as a direct consequence of the correlation between ferroelectricity and spin-polarized surface states in
GeTe, similarly to magnetoelectric structures.
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I. Introduction. Recent renewal of interest to
semimetals is mostly connected with topological ef-
fects. Topological semimetals are conductors with gap-
less electronic excitations with band touching in some
distinct points, which are protected by topology and
symmetry [1]. Similarly to topological insulators [2]
and quantum Hall systems [3, 4], topological semimet-
als have topologically protected surface states. In Weyl
semimetals (WSM) every band touching point splits into
two Weyl nodes with opposite chiralities due to the time
reversal or inversion symmetries breaking. As a result,
Fermi arc surface states connect projections of Weyl
nodes on the surface Brillouin zone and these surface
states inherit the chiral property of the Chern insulator
edge states [1].

Usually, spin textures are known in magnetic ma-
terials as surface skyrmions [5–13] or spin helix struc-
tures [14, 15]. For the magnetic WSMs (broken time
reversal symmetry), the Fermi arc surface states were
directly visualized in Co3Sn2S2 by scanning tunneling
spectroscopy [16]. Surface topological textures were vi-
sualized in some magnetic semimetals by STM, Lorenz
electron microscopy, and magnetic force microscopy [17–
19]. Recent investigations show topological protection of
skyrmion structures due to their origin from the spin-
polarized topological surface states [20].

However, spin textures due to the spin polariza-
tion of the Fermi arcs should also take place in non-
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magnetic WSMs with broken inversion symmetry. Spin-
and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy tech-
nique has demonstrated spin-polarized surface Fermi
arcs [21, 22]. Spin-orbit interaction lifts the spin de-
generacy of the surface states leading to their in-plane
spin polarization, with strongly correlated and predom-
inantly antiparallel spin textures in the neighboring
Fermi arcs [23]. As an example of nonmagnetic WSM,
spin polarization of the arcs reaches 80%, as it has been
discovered in TaAs [24].

Among nonmagnetic WSM materials, GeTe is of spe-
cial interest [25–27] due to the reported giant Rashba
splitting [27–30]. GeTe is predicted to be topological
semimetal in ferroelectric α-phase [31, 32]. Nonlinear
Hall effect has been demonstrated in GeTe [33], which
is the direct manifestation of finite Berry curvature in
topological media [34]. The direct measurement of the
Rashba-split surface states of α-GeTe(111) has been ex-
perimentally realized thanks to K doping [35]. It has
been shown that the surface states are not the result
of band bending and that they are decoupled from the
bulk states. The giant Rashba splitting of the surface
states of α-GeTe is largely arising from the inversion
symmetry breaking in the bulk [35].

Surface spin polarization have been directly demon-
strated in a magnetic response of topological semimet-
als with broken time-reversal symmetry [36, 37]. Thus,
one can expect a complicated response of a topologi-
cal semimetal GeTe on the external magnetic field due
to the correlation between ferroelectricity and spin tex-
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tures in GeTe [38], similarly to magnetoelectric struc-
tures [39].

Here, we experimentally investigate magnetization
reversal curves for a GeTe topological semimetal. In ad-
dition to the known lattice diamagnetic response, we
observe narrow magnetization loop in low fields, which
should not be expected for non-magnetic GeTe. We ex-
plain our results as a direct consequence of the correla-
tion between ferroelectricity and spin-polarized surface
states in GeTe, similarly to magnetoelectric structures.

II. Samples and technique. GeTe single crystals
were grown by physical vapor transport in the evacuated
silica ampule. The initial GeTe load was synthesized by
direct reaction of the high-purity (99.9999 %) elements
in vacuum. For the crystals growth, the obtained GeTe
serves as a source of vapors: it was melted and kept at
770–780 ◦C for 24 h. Afterward, the source was cooled
down to 350 ◦C at the 7.5 deg/h rate. GeTe crystals grew
during this process on the cold ampule walls above the
source.

The GeTe composition is verified by energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. The powder X-ray
diffraction analysis confirms single-phase GeTe, see
Fig. 1a, the known structure model [28] is also refined
with single crystal X-ray diffraction measurements. Fer-
roelectric polarization and Rashba splitting are defined
by the non-centrosymmetric distorted rhombohedral
structure (α–GeTe) with space group R3m (# 160) [28].
For our GeTe single crystals, giant Rashba splitting [28]
has been confirmed in capacitance measurements [27].

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) – The X-ray powder diffrac-
tion pattern (Cu Kα radiation), which is obtained for the
crushed GeTe single crystal. The single-phase α-GeTe is
confirmed with the space group R3m ( # 160). The inset
shows optical image of the crystal

To investigate magnetic properties, we use Lake
Shore Cryotronics 8604 VSM magnetometer, equipped
with nitrogen flow cryostat. The topological semimet-
als are essentially three-dimensional objects [1], so we
have to select relatively thick (above 0.5μm) mechan-
ically exfoliated GeTe flakes. A small (0.82–9.54 mg)
flake is mounted to the sample holder by low temper-
ature grease, which has been tested to have a small,
strictly linear magnetic response.

We investigate sample magnetization by standard
method of the magnetic field gradual sweeping between
two opposite field values to obtain magnetization loops.
Also, the remanence plots technique (i.e., Henkel or δM
plots) is routinely used to evaluate interactions between
nanoparticles or grains [40–42].

The technique is based on the comparison of the
isothermal remanent magnetization curve (IRM, Mr),
and the DC demagnetization remanence curve (DCD,
Md). The IRM curve is obtained on an initially demag-
netized sample by applying a positive magnetic field.
The DCD curve is measured by first saturating the sam-
ple and then measuring the remanence magnetization
after application of progressively larger fields of opposite
direction. For a system of noninteracting single-domain
particles with uniaxial anisotropy, the IRM and DCD
are related to each other via the Wohlfarth equation

Md(H) = Mrs − 2Mr(H),

where Mrs is the saturation remanence and H is the
applied magnetic field.

The δM or Henkel plot is a direct measure of the
deviation from the linearity:

δM(H) = Md(H)− [Mrs − 2Mr(H)].

Interparticle interactions are detected through the ap-
pearance of a negative dip (demagnetizing interactions,
typically dipolar one) or a positive peak (magnetizing,
usually exchange, interactions) in the δM plots, whereas
δM = 0 has generally been taken as an indication of the
absence of interactions [41, 43]. In other words, positive
and negative δM contributions indicate more than one
phase [44].

III. Experimental results. Figure 2 shows mag-
netization loops at 100 K temperature for the 6.69 mg
GeTe flake. The overall M(H) behavior shows the dia-
magnetic response, which is known for the bulk GeTe
mostly due to the lattice defects [45]. From the lin-
ear diamagnetic dependence we can estimate the slope
as −3 · 10−6 emu/cm3, this estimation well corresponds
to the reported GeTe volume susceptibility [45]. The
M(H) curves show some angle dependence, as it is con-
firmed by the direct M(α) measurement in the inset to
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Fig. 2: we observe about 20 % modulation of the M(α)

with 180◦ periodicity in the magnetic field 15 kOe. This
shallow angle dependence seems to originate from the
shape of the exfoliated flake with well-developed cleaved
surface.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Magnetization curves at 100 K tem-
perature for the 6.69 mg GeTe flake. The overall M(H)

behavior shows diamagnetic response [45], which is accom-
panied by the clearly visible kink in M(H) dependence at
low fields, within ±1 kOe interval. The M(H) curves are
shown for several angles α between the sample holder and
magnetic field. Inset shows M(α) dependence: we observe
about 20% modulation of the M(α) with 180◦ periodicity
in the magnetic field 15 kOe. This shallow angle depen-
dence seems to originate from the shape of the exfoliated
flake with well-developed cleaved surface

The most striking experimental result is the clearly
visible kink in M(H) dependence at low fields, within
±1 kOe interval, see Fig. 2. The kink can be seen for any
sample orientation. Diamagnetic response with low-field
kink can be qualitatively reproduced for different GeTe
flakes. For example, Fig. 3a shows M(H) curves for 9.54
and 0.82 mg samples, respectively. We should conclude,
that the standard linear diamagnetic response is accom-
panied by narrow magnetization loop, which should not
be the case for the diamagnetic GeTe.

First of all, we should exclude possible systematic
errors. In our experiment, the GeTe sample is mounted
to the sample holder by low-temperature grease, which
has some diamagnetic response at 100 K. We show in
Fig. 3b by black dashed curves, that without GeTe sam-
ple we obtain strictly linear diamagnetic dependence
(the amount of grease is increased to have similar level
of the signal as for the 9.54 mg GeTe sample, the red
curve). The linear curve is obtained from the same
setup, the same sample holder, the same grease, and at

the same temperature. Thus, our unusual diamagnetic
response with low-field kink is from the GeTe sample,
not from the setup.

The diamagnetic slope crudely scales with the sam-
ple mass, as it should be expected for the lattice-defects-
induced response: it is increased by approximately a fac-
tor of two for the 1.5 mass increase, compare Figs. 2
and 3a, the red curve; also, the slopes differ by 8 times
for two flakes in Fig. 3, which is near the sample mass
ratio 11.6. The ≈ 25% discrepancy can to be ascribed
to the different shape of the exfoliated flakes, due to the
arbitrary orientation of the cleaved surfaces (cp. with
the 20 % modulation of the M(α) in the inset to Fig. 2).

The low-field kink is better seen for the smaller sam-
ples, so even low-field hysteresis can be seen for the
smallest 0.82 mg GeTe flake in Fig. 3a. The hysteresis
is shown in detail in Fig. 4 for all three samples. We use
curve averaging (8 curves) to increase the signal/noise
ratio. The linear diamagnetic slope is subtracted from
the averaged curves to highlight the nonlinear low-field
behavior.

First of all, all three samples show clear low-field hys-
teresis in Fig. 4. To our surprise, the saturation level is
negative in positive fields, and the loop is passed clock-
wise, in contrast to usual ferromagnetic hysteresis.

We wish to note, that our unusual diamagnetic loop
can not be considered as inverted hysteresis in the com-
mon sense (e.g. in terms of [46] and references therein).
Indeed, usual inverted hysteresis implies two magnetic
phases: the inversion reflects the phase interaction in
this case, so one magnetic phase provides a bias field to
the second one [47]. This bias field forces the magneti-
zation reversal even before the reversal of the external
field, so the loop is passed clockwise [36].

In our case, we observe unusual diamagnetic loop,
where the saturation level is inverted instead of the
switching field. The saturation level is negative in posi-
tive fields, it is reversed after the external field reversal.

Also, the experimental curves in Fig. 4 can not be
continuously transformed to the standard ferromagnetic
one (the saturation level is positive in positive fields) by
adding/subtracting of any linear dependence. Standard
ferromagnetic loop, as been added to the linear diamag-
netic curve, can not invert the saturation levels around
the zero field, as it is shown in Fig. 3c. This model loop
is therefore passed counterclockwise, in contrast to the
experimental curves in Fig. 4. The qualitative difference
between the model and experimental curves excludes
any possible contribution from any magnetic contami-
nation, e.g. magnetic impurities [48].

The saturation level value depends on the sample
mass in Fig. 4a and c, but without strict proportional-
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Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) – Magnetization loops at 100 K temperature for two 9.54 and 0.82 mg GeTe flakes, see the left and
the right axes, respectively. The diamagnetic slope crudely scales with the sample mass. The linear curves with low-field
kink are qualitatively similar to the behavior in Fig. 2. The low-field kink is better seen for the smaller sample, so even
low-field hysteresis can be seen for the smallest 0.82 mg GeTe flake. (b) – Strictly linear diamagnetic curve (black dashed
line) is shown for our setup without a GeTe flake in comparison with the 9.54 mg Gete sample nonlinear response (red). In
our experiment, the GeTe sample is mounted to the sample holder by low-temperature grease, which has small diamagnetic
response at 100 K. For the black reference curve, the amount of grease is increased to have similar level of the signal as for the
red one. In contrast to the GeTe response (red curve), sample holder and grease are characterized strictly linear diamagnetic
dependence (black). (c) – A model curve, where a standard ferromagnetic loop is added to the linear diamagnetic dependence.
This procedure can not invert the saturation levels near the zero field, and the model loop is passed counterclockwise, in
contrast to the experimental curves in Fig. 4. The qualitative difference between the model and experimental curves excludes
any possible contribution from any magnetic contamination, e.g. magnetic impurities [48]

ity: it is increased from 3μemu in (a), for the 6.69 mg
GeTe flake, to 4.5μemu in (c), for the 9.54 mg one. How-
ever, it is below 1 μemu in (b), for the smallest, 0.82 mg
GeTe flake, but the signal is noisy here. The hystere-
sis width at zero M level (coercitivity) is different for
all three samples, but no reasonable dependence can be
seen in Fig. 4a–c. The hysteresis is not sensitive to tem-
perature below 200 K, as it is shown in Fig. 4a and c.
After subtracting the diamagnetic slope, the low-field
hysteresis is not sensitive to the field orientation within
our accuracy, see Fig. 4d.

As it is mentioned above, the hysteresis in Fig. 4 can
not be connected with usual ferromagnetic phases. This
can be also verified by the remanence plots technique
(i.e., Henkel or δM plots). Figure 5 shows both the ini-
tial Mr(H), Md(H) curves and the calculated δM(H).
δM(H) for GeTe varies around zero with significant am-
plitude, in contrast to the reference δM curve, obtained
for the standard nickel sample. In the latter case, well-
defined negative δM dip corresponds to the dipolar in-
teraction between ferromagnetic domains [41, 43, 44].
Thus, the remanence plot in Fig. 5 is also inconsistent
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Fig. 4. (Color online) The low-field hysteresis region for all three samples. For every field sweep direction, we use curve
averaging (8 curves) to increase the signal/noise ratio. The diamagnetic slope is subtracted from the averaged curves to
highlight the nonlinear low-field behavior. (a) – Curves for the 6.69 mg GeTe flake at two temperatures, 100 K (solid) and
190 K (dash). (b) – M(H) curves for the smallest, 0.82 mg GeTe flake, at 100 K. (c), (d) – Hysteresis for the 9.54 mg flake
at different temperatures (c) and sample orientation (d). For every sample, the saturation level is negative in positive fields,
and the loop is passed clockwise, in contrast to usual ferromagnetic hysteresis

with usual ferromagnetic behavior, i.e. with the mag-
netic contamination of the sample.

IV. Discussion. As a result, we observe that the
lattice diamagnetic response is accompanied by the low-
field hysteresis loop in GeTe. In contrast to usual ferro-
magnetic hysteresis, the saturation level is negative in
positive fields so the loop is passed clockwise.

As it is discussed above, the observed unusual dia-
magnetic loop can not be considered as known inverted
hysteresis [36, 46, 47], which originates from several in-
teracting magnetic phases, since the bias field can not
invert the saturation levels. Also, the remanence plots
technique (i.e., Henkel or δM plots) does not confirm
several magnetic phases for our GeTe flakes.

GeTe composition is verified by energy-dispersive X-
ray spectroscopy and the powder X-ray diffraction anal-
ysis. The obtained volume susceptibility −3 · 10−6 well
corresponds to the known values [45]. Thus, there is no
magnetic impurities in our GeTe crystals. Also, different

types of magnetic contamination can only add a stan-
dard ferromagnetic loop to the sample response [37, 48],
which is excluded in Fig. 3, see the corresponding text.
Thus, any type of magnetic impurities can not be re-
sponsible for the observed unusual diamagnetic loop.

To rule out systematic error of the VSM, like possible
remanent field in the electric magnet, etc., we demon-
strate strictly linear diamagnetic dependence without
GeTe sample for the same setup, the same sample
holder, the same grease, and at the same temperature
in Fig. 3b.

For these reasons, we should consider possible contri-
bution from the surface-state induced spin textures [35]
in α-GeTe(111). Spin-polarized surface states can, in
principle, give significant contribution into the overall
magnetic response [36] due to the fact, that in topo-
logical semimetals one have nearly complete spin polar-
ization of the surface states. For example, spin polar-
ization of the arcs can be as high as 80% in nonmag-
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Henkel or remanence δM plot for
6.69 mg GeTe flake at 100 K temperature. The initial
Mr(H),Md(H) curves (blue and green ones, respectively),
give the δM(H) (red) curve. Within the accuracy of exper-
iment, δM(H) behavior can not definitely confirm several
magnetic phases for our GeTe flakes. For comparison, a
reference fully negative δM curve (magenta) is shown, as
obtained for the standard nickel sample. Thus, the rema-
nence plot is also inconsistent with usual ferromagnetic
behavior, e.g. known for the magnetic impurities

netic TaAs [24]. However, the direct response of surface
states leads to usual ferromagnetic loop, which might be
inverted in the sense of usual inverted hysteresis [36].

On the other hand, direct correlation between fer-
roelectricity and spin textures was demonstrated in
GeTe [38]. Both the giant Rashba splitting of the surface
states and bulk ferroelectricity are largely arising from
the inversion symmetry breaking [35]. For our GeTe sin-
gle crystals, giant Rashba splitting [28] and bulk ferro-
electricity have been confirmed in capacitance measure-
ments [27]. Even for the conductive materials [49–52],
ferroelectric polarization can be affected or switched by
external field in MoTe2 and WTe2 topological semimet-
als [53, 54], and also in SnSe and SnTe semiconduc-
tors [55, 56]. Ferroelectric polarization can be controlled
by the in-plane current-induced electric field in WTe2
and SnSe thin films [57, 58].

Thus, GeTe single crystal can be considered as mag-
netoelectric heterostructure [59, 60], which can be re-
sponsible for the observed unusual diamagnetic loop. In
magnetoelectrics, due to the coupling among the differ-
ent degrees of freedom (ferroelectricity, ferromagnetism,
or ferroelasticity) leading to these ordered states, the or-
der parameter of one state can be controlled by tuning

parameters different from their conjugate variable [61].
In particular, this coupling leads to the magnetization
oscillations [62] and the oscillatory Hall effect [39].

In the conditions of our experiment, variation of the
magnetic field leads to appearance of the electric field
due to the magnetoelectric coupling [39, 63]. Electric
field affects spin textures in GeTe [38], which, subse-
quently, affects magnetization response [59–61, 64]. In
this case, the unusual diamagnetic loop appears due
to the delay of the magnetic response to the external
field, since electric fields are coupled to strain in fer-
roelectrics [65]. This effect can be clearly seen mostly
around zero field, while the experimental curves are not
strictly linear also in high fields, compare red and black
curves in Fig. 3b. Thus, the unusual diamagnetic loop
is a direct consequence of correlation between ferroelec-
tricity and spin-polarized surface states in GeTe.

V. Conclusion. As a conclusion, we experimentally
investigate magnetization reversal curves for a GeTe
topological semimetal. In addition to the known lat-
tice diamagnetic response, we observe narrow magneti-
zation loop in low fields, which should not be expected
for non-magnetic GeTe. The diamagnetic hysteresis loop
is unusual, so the saturation level is negative in posi-
tive fields, and the loop is passed clockwise, in contrast
to standard ferromagnetic behavior. The experimental
hysteresis curves can not be obtained from standard
ferromagnetic ones by adding/subtracting of any linear
dependence, or even by considering several interacting
magnetic phases, which is also eliminated by the rema-
nence plots technique (Henkel or δM plots). We explain
our results as a direct consequence of the correlation be-
tween ferroelectricity and spin-polarized surface states
in GeTe, similarly to magnetoelectric structures.
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